[Sub-health condition of teachers of the middle school evaluated by two means in Nanchong City].
To evaluate the sub-health condition of teachers of the middle schools. The method of cluster random sampling trial was adopted. The sub-health condition was interviewed by the questionnaire made by ourselves, and was detected by multifunctional microscopy diagnostic instrument for 693 teachers in study group and 970 persons in control group. The results showed that the questionnaire could get a good reliability and validity. The results of questionnaire inspection were accordant with the multifunctional microscopy diagnostic instrument in evaluating sub-health condition. The incidences of sub-health condition in study group were more higher (58.8%) than those in the control group (50.0%) (P < 0.05), and the incidences of sub-health condition in female teachers (60.9%) were more hither than those in male teachers(55.9%) (P < 0.05), and the incidences of sub-health condition at the age of 30-45 years (73.0%) were more higher than those in any other ages (P < 0.05). The results indicated that teachers of the middle schools could easily suffer from sub-health condition.